Abstract One of the main challenges in system's development is to give a proof of evidence that its functionalities are correctly implemented. This objective is mostly achieved via testing techniques, which include software testing to check whether a system meets its functionalities, or security testing to express what should not happen. For the latter case, fuzzing is considered as first class citizen. It consists in exercising the system with (randomly) generated and eventually modified inputs in order to test its resistance. While fuzzing is definitively the fastest and the easiest way for testing applications, it suffers from severe limitations. Indeed, the precision of the model used for input generation: a random and/or simple model cannot reach all states and significant values. Moreover, a higher model precision can result in a combinatorial explosion of test cases. In this paper, we suggest a new approach whose main ingredient is to combine timing attacks with fuzzing techniques. This new approach, which is dedicated to work on Java Card, allows not only reducing the test space explosion, but also to simplify the fuzzing process configuration. The technique has been implemented, and we present the results obtained on two applets loaded in a Java
Introduction

Motivation
The main objective of this paper is to propose a new testing technique for Java Card. Our objectives are (1) to ensure that the functionalities of the system are properly implemented and (2) to check that no vulnerability remains in the system before it is deployed. This leads to two main testing issues:
1. Functional software testing The main goal of functional software testing is to find discrepancies between the actual behavior of the system functions and the expected behavior as described in the functional specifications.
Security testing Security testing expresses what a system
should not do or what should not happen. A security policy is a set of rules defining the acceptable values of a system as its state changes through time. Security testing aims to find a behavior that violates security policies. It implies to check that all security rules are enforced by the software.
rity testing and timing attacks. While most of the related work dedicated to Java Card vulnerability assessment is delayed to Sect. 3.3, we hereafter briefly summarize some state of the art of fuzzing and timing attacks.
Security testing
Amoroso [5] defined a vulnerability as an event that allows a threat to potentially occur. With this definition, a threat is any event that can have an undesirable effect on the assets. As a consequence, it refers to a violation of the expectations of users, administrators and designers. Practically, there are several reasons for a software vulnerability to happen. Among those, one finds access control weakness [6] , that is where the system performs a command it should not have access to at a particular moment of time. Vulnerability can also be defined with respect to the state of the system. Such a state space vulnerability [7] consists in reaching an unauthorized state from valid state using a valid command.
Detecting vulnerabilities is a difficult task, and several strategies can be used in order to mitigate the security vulnerabilities. These solutions include auditing the source code, performing formal software verification and applying experience-based testing based on the analysis of known attacks. In this paper, we focus on fuzzing that is a testing technique which analyses the software behavior when its inputs are fed with particular data (e.g., invalid or random data). This approach, proposed by Miller [8, 9] , is definitively one of the most adopted testing approaches as it can be (semi-)automatized, and it is considered to be lightweight in the development process.
Timing attack
Timing attacks, which are based on observing the circuit during computation time, belong to the family of side-channel attacks (SCA). In recent years, they have been a hot topic in the smart card security research. Such attacks exploit the fact that some physical values of a circuit depend on intermediary values of the computation. This is the so-called information leakage of the device.
The most classic leakages are power consumption [10, 11] , electromagnetic emissions [12] and timing. In this paper, we focus on timing attacks which use the time spent by a processor to perform some computation. We observe that a processor takes different amounts of time to process different inputs according to the control flow graph (CFG). The reasons are: -instructions are executed in different amounts of processor cycles (e.g., multiplication and division will take more processor cycles than addition and subtraction),
-compiler optimization (for example short-circuited conditional checking), -cache hits or misses.
Timing attacks were first used for the cryptanalysis. In 1996, Kocher [13] demonstrated that knowing the time needed to perform private key operations on RSA or Diffie-Hellman protocols may result in breaking a cryptosystem. In 1997, Dhem et al. [14] implemented a timing attack to obtain the 512-bit RSA key of a smart card chip in a couple of minutes. In [15] , the authors present how a PIN code should be protected against these attacks. Brumley and Boneh [16] managed to attack the SSL protocol by measuring the time an OpenSSL server takes to respond to decryption queries. In [17] , Bernstein has shown that cache-miss-induced timings can be used to recover an AES secret key. This last attack showed that there is a timing dependency created by the size of the AES structures (SBox look-up table notably) with respect to the cache sizes. It is therefore very difficult for the developer to overcome this vulnerability. Finally, Felten and Schneider [18] carried out several kinds of timing attacks on web systems. The cache-based timing attack is based on the presence of information in the cache of the browser such that once a user visits a static page, her local cache contains a copy of the page causing the page to load faster on subsequent visits. By measuring the time the browser takes to load a given page, they showed that a malicious website can determine whether the user visited the page before.
Contributions
In this paper, we propose a new method of security testing of Java Cards. At the root of our approach, there is a combination of fuzzing and timing attack. This new testing scenario is based on observing several executions of the system and by freezing some of its parameters in order to establish a partial order on their timing evaluation. This form of data dependence can latter be used to reduce the state space explosion on input tests. Albeit partitioning of inputs at boundaries have already been proposed for white box systems, we are the first to study them in the context of black box Java Card applications. The absence of knowledge on the code of the system is compensated by the timing information. This new approach allows not only to reduce the test space explosion, but it also simplifies the fuzzing process configuration. We also show how our approach can be used to reverse the behavior of an applet loaded in a Java Card. Finally, we have developed a coverage toolkit and have used it to assess the performances of our methodology on a complex credit card application and a one time password application.
A preliminary proof of concept was developed with two students [19] . The aim of this proof of concept was to check the capability to differentiate precise timing leakage. In this revisited work, we have developed the theoretical foundation, the partitioning algorithm has been redesigned and evaluated with real-world applets. We have investigated the capability to discover uncovered commands, and we have clearly defined the limits of this approach. Instead of using dedicated reader, we choose in this development to use external measurement means with an EM probe and an oscilloscope. This equipment is in charge to recognize on the fly the incoming command, to store the traces and to send back to the PC the elapsed time measures. The prototype has been entirely redeveloped due to the new architecture.
Organization
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 poses the context and summarizes most of the challenges in guaranteeing security of Java Card applications, while Sect. 3 outlines the main difficulties in fuzzing such cards. The data partitioning problem at the root of our approach is presented in Sect. 4. Finally, Sects. 5 and 6 present experiment/implementation and conclusion, respectively.
Context
As already said, testing security products such as smart cards not only requires to ensure that the functionalities are met, but also that there is no vulnerability in the product. Those requirements are guaranteed by a certification center which guarantees that the product satisfies a claimed certification level.
Certification process
Over the past years, one has observed an increasing demand for certification of security sensitive products. Such certificates are obtained by an independent laboratory which performs a security evaluation based on a certification scheme [20] . In this context, the certification process is done by establishing the confidence in the security of the evaluated product. The degree of assurance that a security target has met is classified via the evaluation assurance level (EAL). EAL ranges from EAL1 to EAL7, and each EAL level has a set of assurance components issued from the various assurance classes.
Certification process is intensively used by the smart card industry where vulnerability remains the main issue. There, the AVA assurance class that defines requirements for identifying the exploitable vulnerabilities plays a particular role. This class has four levels to potentially identify vulnerabilities introduced at development time:
1. Developer analysis, that checks for obvious exploitable weaknesses. 2. Independent analysis, which uses an independent entity, searches for vulnerabilities that could be exploited by an attacker with low attack potential. 3. Moderately resistant, that establishes resistance to attackers possessing a moderate attack potential but mandates the evaluator to perform and document a systematic search for vulnerabilities. 4. Highly resistant, that exploits independent penetration testing and resistance to attackers possessing a high attack potential.
It must be understood that the evaluator has to perform a systematic search to determine the relevance of security measures and the security weaknesses. This search is often divided up into the following steps: search for potential vulnerabilities, developing intrusion tests, performing intrusion tests and reporting the results. Over the past, the ability to find vulnerabilities was mostly based on the know-how of the evaluator but can be improved with some tools. Recently, certification centers have paid a particular attention to the fuzzing technique for performing the search.
Java Card
Definition
Java Cards are smart cards based on the Java environment from Oracle (formerly Sun Microsystems). Such cards come together with a tiny operating system which provides a Java Card virtual machine capable of running applets written in Java with the Java Card API. An applet receives commands, makes computations and responds. The application protocol data unit (APDU) is used for the communication between a software running on a computer and an applet running on a smart card. An APDU is built by concatenating several bytes corresponding to each APDU field. In its simplest form, a command APDU has only a header made of four bytes: instruction class (CLA), instruction code (INS), first parameter (P1) and the second parameter (P2). Data can follow the header. The response issued from APDU is even simpler: It takes a stream of bytes (which is the applet response) followed by two bytes: the status word (SW). For example, 0 × 90, 0 × 00 is the simplest APDU response meaning that the processing was done correctly. The list of APDU commands and responses for an applet is a part of its specification.
Java Card applets
Java Card applications have one main entry point that is the process method. The other entry points are the install method (that is executed once), the select and the deselect methods. The process method decodes the header and according to the fields performs different actions.
The CFG of a card represents its different execution paths along the different basic blocks of the application. The connection between the blocks depends on the evaluation of the parameters of the basic blocks. Concretely, each basic block ends with either the evaluation of a conditional expression or a return and is thus a leaf of the program. Due to the nature of the embedded applications, several tests are done at run time and if a state does not correspond to the expectation, the program generates a security exception.
Discovering vulnerabilities with fuzzers
A functional test of applications such as the Europay, MasterCard, and Visa (EMV) [21] command requires to generate test cases for all the nominal behaviors of the command. A nominal behavior leads either to a success, e.g., PIN is verified, or a failure, e.g., Try Counter reaches its limit. The objective of security testing could be to check that the parameter P2 has only two valid values: 0 × 80 and 0 × 88. That is no hidden value can be exploited. For that purpose, the fuzzing technique can be used. In the rest of this section, we briefly summarize the fuzzing approach.
Definition
A fuzzer is a testing entity used to uncover a variety of issues like: coding errors; security vulnerabilities; buffer overflow and so on, using unexpected, malformed, random data as program inputs or unexpected command in the case of stateful system. Figure 1 presents a typical test bench architecture. The main ingredients of this architecture are the following: -Data Generator: This module generates the inputs according to a given policy (random, bounds…) that are used to execute the System Under Test (SUT). To be independent of the transport layer, it generates abstract tests. These are transformed in a concrete form adapted to the transport layer, to the SUT by the delivery module. The Data Generator is the core module of the fuzzer tool. -Delivery Mechanism: The delivery mechanism is in charge of adapting the test case to the target, i.e., packing the protocol data into a transport protocol or directly invoking a program through unit testing mechanism. -Monitoring System: This module observes the behavior of the SUT while it executes the test cases. It also collects the output of the system. -The oracle and log mechanism in the dashed box are optional but help greatly during result analysis. They allow to distinguish if the result matches with the expected one.
The above architecture emphasizes the importance of the Data Generator where data are manually generated or automatized via the fuzzing process.
One of the challenges with fuzzing is in fact to evaluate the effectiveness of generated fuzzed inputs. There are fuzzers that use an oracle in order to decide what should be the expected answer when passing the value to the system. Such an answer is often a priori unknown, and the input data lead to a crash of the observed system. We also observe that if the protocol or the system to fuzz is a stateful system, meaning only a subset of commands can be sent at a given time, then the fuzzer must be able to handle an internal state machine. Otherwise, there is a risk that most of the commands sent are not accepted leading to poor results in the discovery of vulnerabilities. This does not mean that the fuzzer should not try unexpected commands in a given state, but rather that the search of error must be driven by its internal state machine.
In this paper, we focus on fuzzers that do not rely on the source code. In the rest of this section, we briefly mention the existence of other fuzzers that do exploit this code. Such white box fuzzers use the information included in the source code to find the vulnerabilities. As an example, the Dowser fuzzer [22] generates test inputs by combining concrete and symbolic execution. This technique is also known as concolic execution. It combines taint tracking, program analysis and symbolic execution to find buffer overflow vulnerabilities. It drives the search to paths that have a potential for erroneous pointer arithmetic. It can thus be combined with code coverage tools which are used to estimate the fuzzer quality. This sort of fuzzers is much more efficient but needs access to the source code.
Fuzzing techniques
The main idea of a fuzzer is to generate input data (Data Generator) of a command in order to test a target application. The high level of automation in the data generation and a complete architecture allows to automate the testing. Nevertheless, the policy of the Data Generator is important. If data are chosen randomly, the result is often inefficient. Indeed, many data may only cover a small portion of the state space if not selected properly. To make testing more efficient, only certain boundaries or patterns might be used. There exist two main techniques for determining the data used through test cases: data generation and data mutation.
Mutation-based fuzzers use an existing valid data session and apply several transformations before sending it to the SUT. These transformations are often minor substitutions of the input stream with random data. The behavior of the SUT is logged and analyzed. Mutation-based fuzzer is mostly used for testing network protocols and parsers as it is very easy to save a session and replay it on these software. It is not adequate for fuzzing very large or unknown protocols.
The generation-based fuzzers are smarter than mutationbased ones. They generate the input data from scratch based on the specification or a command format. They provide a set of tools to describe the software under test, input data and state machine. This means that a specification needs to be written for each piece of software to fuzz. This model allows the data generator to output specific data targeting the software and thus enhance the test coverage.
An open loop fuzzer does not rely on information inferred from the response, and its results are often poor but well dedicated to a black box approach. On the other hand, feedback fuzzers reuse information provided by the SUT to improve the data generation. They have much better results in particular for code coverage but also in activating rare events. But they rely on a collaboration with the SUT, so needing a white box approach.
The main challenge resides in the choice of input data that can reveal software errors. Elaborated fuzzers do not randomly change fields to produce invalid data. Rather, they use the knowledge about the specification or the format to produce such data. This form of intelligence might also include operations such as calculating and appending cryptograms. The trend is to design generic fuzzing frameworks which provide basic components for building specific fuzzers targeting the software under test. These frameworks can be used to design a fuzzing process which combines both previous approaches and therefore can be used to fuzz a wide range of software. Peach [23] and Sulley [24] are two open source examples of such frameworks. They provide a language to model inputs and states of a system and generate test data automatically. The main benefit with the fuzzing technique is the high ratio of automation to manual work. Each input data or field of a protocol is described in terms of domain, and the fuzzer has several heuristics to choose the value from the corresponding domain.
Java Card applet fuzzing
Prior works have been done for applying fuzzing on smart card and in particular on Java Card application. One of the challenges for testing this type of components is the adaptation of delivery mechanism and monitoring system. The first mechanism is used to transmit test cases provided by the data generator to the card. The second mechanism is in charge of recording the actual response of the SUT for future analysis. However, above those two challenges, the main issue that remains to be solved is related to the domain of the input parameters and the policy to choose a concrete value for each parameter.
This difficulty is largely emphasized in the literature on the topic. In [25] , the authors explain how they adapted the Peach framework for testing Java Card web server-enabled smart cards and how they enhanced the Peach configuration file to infer automatically the oracle configuration from it. They have used their smart card-dedicated fuzzer to study several smart card protocols in particular the BIP (Bearer Independent Protocol). In [26] , Lancia describes how he used the Sulley fuzzing framework to test several implementations of the EMV protocol running on different smart cards. The approach proposed by the author is to use a reference implementation and an implementation under test and to consider the first one as an oracle in case of discrepancies. In [27] Guyot shows how simple it is to discover all the commands accepted by a smart card application. He proposes a basic solution based on using a combination of the two parameters (P1 and P2) of the command to improve the resistance against fuzzer. But Barreaud demonstrated that fuzzing also the parameters P1 and P2 defeats their countermeasure. Alimi has presented another fuzzer in his Ph.D. [28] with a new approach based on genetic algorithms to choose the input data. He applied the fuzzer on an EMV application. Any of those approaches rely on how input data are selected. Providing a solution to this question is the objective of this paper.
Limitation of the current approaches
Current fuzzing frameworks have three major issues:
1. the test case combinatorial explosion, 2. the difficulty of result analysis, 3. the limitations induced by models.
The first issue is to deal with the test case combinatorial explosion. Fuzzing process is not deterministic as it uses ran-dom test data. To gain more control over this process, several strategies are used to decrease the testing set. One of them is to generate only some values around the inputs boundaries. However, these strategies have also the effect of limiting the test coverage. The other approach consists in partitioning the input domain of a function being tested and selecting test data from each partition. Various methods for creating test partitions have been studied in the literature [29, 30] . All of them are based on the knowledge of the specification or the implementation. None of these methods are available when working in a black box context. In this latter context, existing approaches are in fact likely to choose loose test generation strategies (i.e., wider bounds) as nowadays the ratio of the number of tests per second is very high for common software. It increases the test coverage and consequently the difficulty of exploiting the observed results.
This work is cumbersome and most of the fuzzing frameworks miss the tools to ease this process. There are some works in this domain to solve this issue by coupling the fuzzer process with an oracle [31] or by using several existing implementations of a specification to automatically classify the test results [32] .
To improve the test generation quality and enhance the fuzzing process, fuzzing frameworks use models to describe the SUT inputs. However, this approach is really cumbersome when the SUT is somewhat complex. Moreover, grammars used by fuzzers are sometimes too limited for describing the inputs of the software under test as described in [33] .
All these limitations hinder a wider and more effective use of the fuzzer technique. In many cases, the means available to inject faults in the generated input are restrictive and do not include methods to specifically generate inputs that would likely trigger well-known, target-specific attacks. Furthermore, support for testing complex, stateful protocols is generally lacking; thus, requiring the tester to manually bring the system to the desired state before starting the actual test. Finally, the language adopted to describe how fuzzing should be performed is often very primitive, and, as a consequence, the activity of specifying fuzzing tests can require significant efforts.
Data partitioning using timing measurements
One of the major problems with exploiting fuzzing for security testing is that, contrary to functional testing, security failures exploit combinations of variable's value that are not specified. One thus has potentially to explore the entire combinatorial of the domains.
To overcome this issue, we exploit the particular nature of a Java Card implementation. Consider Fig. 2 which presents an implementation with two decisions: c1 and c2 and three basic blocks: bb1, bb2 and bb3 which lead to three mea- surements t1, t2 and t3. The fact that t1 > t3 > t2 does not imply that condition c1 is evaluated before c2. The response time reflects the observable behavior not the structure of the program.
The programming model of Java Card
The situation changes with Java Cards. There, each command is made of a header having four byte-fields and potentially some data. The header is often used as a first control part of the command, while the data field is used to process the command. There is a particular way of programming a Java Card which requires to cancel any commands for which the header or a data field is unspecified. This is done by throwing an exception using the method throwIt(). This programming paradigm gives valuable information about the treatment done inside the card. For example, the time needed to execute the basic block bb1 is negligible vs. the execution time of bb2 as shown in Fig 3. Consequently, by measuring the response time of different parameters we can infer the evaluation order of the blocks. If a given parameter provides the smallest response time t1, then it is evaluated first in the algorithm. This specificity is the base for the design of our data partitioning algorithm, whose intuition is discussed in the next section.
Our Java Card applet corpus contains 47 different applets from telecom applications to banking and transportation applications. The control part (header parameters) of these applets always follows this programming scheme. This has been confirmed by our industrial partner in its own corpus. Moreover, we have also seen that often the control flow related to the data part of the command follows also this scheme but not necessary. In this paper, we consider only the control part related to the header. The data part is one of our future works.
Remark 1 There are techniques that can be used to mitigate timing attacks. Such countermeasures have the form of algorithms that are designed to run in constant time. While efficient, it is well known that respecting this principle is hard and hence limited to particular cryptographic algorithms at a native level. To the best of our knowledge, there exists no such implementation in the Java Card world at the application level.
Remark 2 Programming in constant time is difficult. The following example shows a fragment which seems to be executable in constant time. Its translation to Java is obvious. The first branch takes more time to be executed compared to the second. This is due to the presence of the jump to join the label L3. To be executed in constant time one has to add in the second branch also the instruction goto L3 which in that case is useless in terms of functionality but necessary to resist to a timing attack.
Side channel fuzzer by intuition
Our algorithm starts from the specification of the implementation, that is a set of functionalities that can be triggered for specified values of the parameters. As an illustration, let us consider the 7 following functions.
Observe that those functionalities split the domains of the parameters P0, P1, P2, P3 as follows:
In what follows, D 1 Px is used to denote the first sub-domain of Px.
In order to perform testing, one has to fuzz values of parameters among those that are accepted by the command. Unfortunately, as this solution is not tractable (the number of test cases is the product of the domain of each parameter), one generally proposes to fuzz with respect to a few representatives per sub-domain. The danger of this approach is that one specific (but not selected) value in a sub-domain could launch an unspecified command. Another danger is that this approach does not permit to reason on those values of the parameters that are not specified by the command.
To leverage this problem, we propose to evaluate the timing response of each functionality. For doing so, we first fix a nominal value for each parameter and run the command. For simplicity, let us assume that the response time of f i is smaller than that of f j for i < j. From this information and from the nature of Java Card implementation, we can infer that the control flow graph should correspond to the one in Fig. 4 . In this figure and by convention, the gray boxes indicate the leafs of the program, i.e., an exit which sends back a status word to the reader. The choice for the next block depends on the value of the parameter passed to the command. The specification of this application expresses the behavior of the program if the parameters belong to certain values. That is, it specifies the value of P1 if P0 is greater than 0 × 80, but not in the other cases. The CFG defines 12 basic blocks that are (a, b, c, d , e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l). The successive conditional evaluations specify seven paths: There, the sub-domain of each variable for the test seems to be defined and a solution to fuzzing could simply be to select a value in each sub-domain. While this solution suffices for functional testing (i.e., to testing what is specified), it is not enough for security testing that requires to also test what is not specified. We thus need to focus on uncovering commands which are not part of the specifications. Let us illustrate this principle. Assume for example that the implementation of the specification has three undocumented behaviors {uc1, uc2, uc3} that correspond to security failures. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 5 .
As those behaviors are not part of the specification, a functional testing approach that would consider one nominal value for each sub-domain would not detect them. Consequently, the only solution would be to fuzz the entire combinatorial. Our algorithm proposes to overcome those difficulties by exploiting the timing evaluation of the parameters.
The implementation in Fig. 5 outlines two important features that are:
1. One element of a sub-domain (here P2 = 100) is used to launch a hidden command (uc3); 
2. The use of a parameter (P3) where it is not expected, to launch uncovered commands (uc1 and uc2).
Our algorithm proposes to discover those commands as follows. For uc3, we exploit the nominal order between the parameters obtained above. That is, we start from P0 that we vary between 0 and 255 while fixing all the other parameters. The response time of the corresponding calls should be divided into two values. If more than two values appear, then we can conclude that there is a hidden command. When P0 is done, we evaluate the next parameter P1. We thus fix a value of P0 for which P1 is evaluated (i.e., P0 > 0 × 80), and we restart the process described above. Observe that exploiting the order of evaluation allows us to reason on 255 values at a time. The result is a coarser partition of the domain that we fuzz with a classical approach, that is we fix either one or three representatives per sub-domain according to the fuzzing strategy to avoid the combinatorial blow up. The approach works well for discovering uc3 but not to directly find uc1 and uc2. For this, we still have to fuzz the obtained sub-domains. A second strategy for the first step is described with the Table 1 , where a value of each sub-domain is used for the fixed parameters. If a parameter is part of the path, the initial choice is not changed. Else, evaluate the other domains of these parameters. For example, the path c 1 depends on P0 as shown in Table 2 . So, in the first strategy, one sub-domain is fixed for P1, P2 and P3. In this second strategy, a value of each sub-domain is tested. 
Fig. 6 Response time for P0 parameter
For the path c 1 , we need to get the response time by fuzzing the entire domain of P0 eight times for one value of the sub-domain of each other parameter says
The number of tests is slightly increased, but with this strategy, the covert commands uc1 and uc2 will be discovered.
The challenge of measuring response time
As said above, the idea for creating a parameter partition is to measure successive response times r ( f i ) for a series of parameter's values. For each parameter, we compute the response time for its possible values (i.e., from 0 to 255), while the value of the others is taken in their expected domains (i.e., the one defined by the specification). This approach is supposed to refine the domain provided by the specification.
It can be observed that the response time to a command can differ revealing groups of different behaviors as shown in Fig. 6 . One has to remark that this parameter has two different treatments plus a default treatment which lead to three sub-domains. As an example, the EMV specification states that the CLA byte can have four values: 0n, 8n, 9n and En. The values 9n and En are manufacturer proprietary reserved values. We can observe that this implementation does not use these specific values but only value 00 and 0x80. The low nibble of the parameter is used for the logical channel. We can deduce that this implementation uses a mask on the CLA byte to be interoperable on every logical channels.
Collecting the response time requires to avoid any bias in the measurements. The time measured with the workstation has too much variations due to the different processes executed on it. In our proof of concept, we used a MP300 TC3 from Micropross as a specific host reader. Now on the host, the program sends commands to the reader which are measured with an EM probe. The oscilloscope triggers on the command sent and detects the response sent back by the card. Once the response is acquired by the reader, the program requests the measurement to the oscilloscope. This change in the architecture of the side channel fuzzer offers a new possibility to also disassemble the code executed inside the card [34] such that we have a better understanding of the code executed. The link between the two approaches (fuzzing and disassembler) is part of the future works.
Of course, the response time for each command can have some slight differences. If the response time of the VERIFY command with the nominal parameters is measured, different values from 5959 to 6193 μs are obtained. In this context, it needs to define a threshold acceptable to discriminate the command response times. In order to create the partitions, the mean (m) of the sample and its standard deviation (s) are computed. Then, we define the interval [m − s; m + s], and a new cluster is built, for each value out of it.
The Algorithm
As sketched above, the goal of data partitioning is to make the input data split in such a way that our tool selects test cases based on subsets which are a good representation of the entire domain. The partition process divides the data domain into sub-domains with the property that within each subdomain either all elements produce the correct result or all elements produce an incorrect result. The idea is to measure the response time for each specified behavior. The Partitioning algorithm, which is presented in Algorithm 3, has four steps that are described hereafter.
The notation P i denotes the ith parameter, t i, j the response time of the ith parameter for the value j, Min a set for storing the response times, m the cumulated mean and D i,k the kth partition for the parameter P i . The function Send(P i , data) transmits a command with the parameters vector and the data, having changed only the parameter i in the command. The function I nit Parameter() initializes each parameter with a value corresponding to one valid command. We reuse the previous example with only one command, four parameters P0..P3 and seven different behaviors according to the combination of the parameters. On the host, the program sends commands to the reader which in turn sends the commands to the card. The time spent to get a response is provided by the oscilloscope which sent it back to the host. For the clarity of the algorithm, the interaction with the scope is hidden. The measure t i is provided by a request to the oscilloscope after sending the command. Each timing value t i memorizes the vector value associated. We first initialize a set Min that assigns a timing value to each command (line 1) using InitParameter(). This is done by applying the function with one of its nominal parameters. It will be exploited to extract the control flow graph and discover hidden commands in step 2. As a result, at that step Min contains seven timing values {t 0 , t 1 , . . . , t 6 } corresponding to f 1 , . . . , f 7 .
For each function, we also measure the time for value of the parameters outside those that are specified (line 4-6). The objective is to make sure that the function tests the value of its parameters. The value MAXPARAMS corresponds to the number of parameters (fields of the APDU to be fuzzed) minus one. We add it to the set Min which contains now {t 0 , . . . , t 6 , t 7 , t 8 , t 9 , t 10 }.
At that step (line 8), after sorting the response times, the set Min has for example the following value: {t 7 , t 8 , t 9 , t 10 , . . . ,  t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 , t 5 , t 6 }.
If t 7 (the smallest response time which is related to the path c 1 = a, b of our example) corresponds to the parameter P0 outside its range, we can infer (using the function I n f er Order()) that this parameter is evaluated first. Then, the set Sorted Order used at line 10 contains {0, 1, 2, 3}. The complexity of this step is O(i) with i equal to the number of parameters ranging from 0 to MAXPARAMS.
Step 2: Search for hidden commands: Algorithm 3 lines 10-16
The objective here is to discover commands like uc3. For doing so, each parameter is fuzzed by exploiting the set order obtained in the previous step. We reuse the set Min for collecting the response time for each parameter, thus Min is reinitialized at line 11. Each parameter, even those with undefined values (line 14), is exercised in and the time spent is measured. We collect all the response times (t i, j ) for each parameter (P i ) that we store into Min. The complexity of this second loop is:
If we use the example provided in Fig. 4 , we know thanks to step 1 that the parameter P0 is evaluated first. Then, at line 16 we have collected all the t i, j for this parameter and Min contains now: 0 , t 0,1 , . . . , t 0,255 , t 1,0 , . . . , t 1,255 , . . . , t 3,0 , . . . , t 3 ,255 }.
The measurements are stored as a structure (index, value). We collect 256 time measurements, some of them having a low value for example 180, 182, 178,…microseconds for the indexes ranging from 0 to 80. They reflect the behavior c 1 with some fluctuations. After that, the values are increasing say 2500, 2523, 2489,…μs for the remaining indexes that reflect the behavior of another command depending on the fixed parameters.
Step 3: Build the Partition: Algorithm 3 lines 17-33
At this step, the new partitions of sub-domains are created. The values are sorted in an increasing order (line 17). In our example, the set Min contains: 180, 182, . . . , 184, 2489, 2500, . . . , 2523}.
The response time for each command has some slight differences. These differences are mainly related to the acquisition system, but we also postulate that some smart card operating systems implement software caches. On some cards, we have observed a deterministic standard deviation δ (δ takes two values) when a given command is executed after other commands. For that reason, a threshold acceptable is required to discriminate the command response times. In a preliminary learning step in white box, the value of δ is defined for example with the value 20.
We need to detect the difference between the values 184 and the one that follows 2489 which implies a new partition, but not between the first 178 and the second 180. For that purpose, we use in the loop, the cumulated mean m of the value (line 22). This eliminates minor deviation of the collected metrics. At the first iteration, m is initialized with the first measurement (line 18) equals to 178.
Then, at line 23 the comparison is false and we remain in the same set. We store the measurement in the same partition D i,k . At the second index (remind that here the index j is the index of the ordered set), m = 179, the measure remains also in the same partition.
When reaching the 81st measure, the mean has the value for example 2489. Then, the evaluation at line 23 becomes true; there is a new subset to be added to the set D P0 representing the partition for the parameter P0. We create the kth partition for the parameter i, and we initialize the mean m with the new value of t i, j . Due to the fact that the value of the parameter is stored in the structure of the measurement, we are able to generate a new set for the value of the param- At that step, all the sub-domains of C have been identified. The complexity of this step depends on the program, in the worst case any value of each parameter has a different behavior.
Step 4: Fuzz it !: Algorithm 3 lines 34-40
In a last step, Min value is sorted of all parameters (line 34-35) in order to deduce the evaluation order of the parameters (line 36). This has been done in the first step, but we have to do it again according to the detected hidden commands. Therefore, the fuzzing step can start. For each parameter, one value is chosen randomly in each sub-domain (line 37). After that, the command to the reader collecting the data and the status word of the card (line 38) are sent, for testing all the possible permutations.
In this paper, we consider two strategies to fuzz our application. The first one, which we call the random one, consists in fuzzing with choosing randomly one parameter from each sub-domain. Given x i sub-domains per parameter, the total number of tests is thus i xi. The second strategy, which is refereed to as the random and bound one, consists in extending the random approach by adding the fuzzing of both the lower and upper value of each sub-domain. In case the subdomain contains less than three values, we do consider all of them. Observe that the random value is assumed to be different from the minimal and maximal bound.
In the example above, for the random strategy, we have two sub-domains for P0, three sub-domains for P1 and P2, and two for P3. This gives us a total of 2 · 3 · 3 · 2 = 36 tests. For the second strategy, each sub-domain now gives rise to three possible values. In this strategy, the set {0, rnd 1 , 80, 81, rnd 2 , 255} is taken for P0; while for P1 we take the set: {0, rnd 3 , 5, 6, rnd 4 , 71, 72, rnd 5 , 255} and {0, rnd 6 , 10, 11, rnd 7 , 255}, for P3.
For P2, the situation is slightly complicated as one of the domains is a singleton where the three possible values coincide, leading to the set {0, 1, rnd 8 , 90, 91, rnd 9 , 255}. This gives rises to a total of 6 · 9 · 7 · 6 = 2268 tests.
Experiment the timing fuzzer on applets
In this section, we illustrate the power of our approach on two concrete case studies, which are the EMV application and a one time password applet. We then discuss the limit of the approach.
Fuzzing EMV applets
For our first experiment, we consider the EMV application.
EMV is an open-standard set of specifications for smart card payments and acceptance devices. It appeared in 1995 in order to ensure security, global interoperability and a secure control of off-line credit card transaction approvals. Figure 7 presents a partial view of the state machine of the protocol.
EMV is a stateful protocol which means that some actions can only be performed if some previous commands have been processed. For example, the verification of the PIN (personal identify number) holder can only occur if the terminal has sent the GET PROCESSING OPTION command. The terminal receives the card profile which indicates that the card supports cardholder verification. Then, the terminal can read the list of verification methods supported by the card using the command GET DATA. According to the result provided by the command, the terminal can perform one of the sup- The specification defines the header of the command and the data field. It indicates the verification that must be executed on the header and data while processing the command without expressing the order of the different tests. We particularly focus on the VERIFY command that is coded as shown in Table 3 . When the comparison between the Transaction PIN Data and the reference PIN data performed by the VERIFY command succeeds, the status word is 0x9000. Otherwise, the card shall return SW = 0x63Cn, where n represents the number of retries still possible. When the card returns 0x63C0, no more retries are left, and the card shall be blocked. Any subsequent VERIFY command applied in the context of that application shall then fail with status word = 0x6983. Table 4 gives the obtained metrics.
We first deduce the evaluation order of the parameters:
Step 1, we first test P1 with an incorrect value (i.e., different from 0) and observe that the response time of the function is the same than for the acceptable value (0). We can thus conclude that the command does not test the value of its P1 parameter. At Step 2, we fuzz all the values of P1, Not GPO processed 520-580 which comfort our observation and thus reveals a weakness in the command. We did not discover hidden commands while executing the steps 3 and 4.
A side effect of our approach is that we have also been able to verify that the internal state is effectively checked. That is, VERIFY cannot be executed before applying GET PROCESSING OPTION.
Quality of the approach
From an experimental point of view, it is necessary to assess the coverage of our technique at the binary code level. The main idea is to use a white box approach to quantify the code coverage via instrumentation of the byte code. The collecting data process must be done inside the card while analyzing the results has to be done on a laptop.
Our tool first adds an array whose size corresponds to the number of basic blocks. This array is used to count the number of accesses to each block. At the end of the test, the array is retrieved from the card with the help of a specific method. This tool is an extension of the JaCoCo [35] framework for Java Card which inserts automatically probes at the class level (prior to the conversion process). With our tool, we have been able to obtain the code coverage at source level after the fuzzing phase. As a conclusion, it shows that all the branches at source level have been covered with our side channel fuzzer.
Second evaluation: the one time password applet
In this section, we consider the one time password (OTP) used to generate a keyed hash using the DES algorithm. Its implementation is given in Algorithm 4.
The specification states that:
-there is only one CLA valid (P0= 0); -3 values for INS (P1=0 × 34, 0 × 36, 0 × 38); -P2 is always null; -the value of P3 is between 0 × 50 and 0 × 57 for the GET or PUT data command and either 0 or 1 for the VERIFY command. -VERIFY: 0 × 00, 0 × 34, 0 × 00, 0 × 01, (payload) 0 × 04, 0 × 01, 0 × 02, 0 × 03, 0 × 04; it checks the validity of the user PIN code which has a length of 4 bytes and the correct value is 1234; -PUTDATA: 0 × 00, 0 × 36, 0 × 00, 0 × 56, (payload) 0 × 2, 0 × 00, 0 × 54; this command initializes the otp counter with two bytes having the value 100; -GETDATA: 0 × 00, 0 × 38, 0 × 00, 0 × 57, (no payload) 0 × 04. This command requests to obtain an otp having the length of 4 bytes.
Of course, there are other commands and the state requires also that all the initializations must have been done and the user is authenticated before sending an otp. The first step of our algorithm evaluates the order of each parameter. Indeed, each parameter is set up to its initial valid value (step 1), for example the second command is started with: PUTDATA0×00, 0×36, 0×00, 0×56, 0×2, 0×00, 0×54, with valid parameters. Then, each element of the command receives a wrong value (out of its specification) and the response time is collected for the instances of this command: Then, all the response times are compared for this command and the evaluation order can be sorted.
With the code given in Algorithm 5 we obtain:
which indicates that the CLA is first tested, then it is the turn of the INS, and then the control flow enters the method cmd-GETDATA(). The evaluation starts with P1 and the interval for P2. The content of P2 is evaluated a second time in the switchcase. Then, for a request of a new password (tag value is 0 × 57), the state data are evaluated. The internal state consists in two Boolean values. The first one is the validation of the PIN thanks to a previous command VERIFY, and the second one ensures that the initialization phase is complete. At this step, the hidden command is not considered. Thus, the hidden command is found and the partition is built. The evaluation order is known, and here the lowest response time corresponds to an erroneous CLA. All the 256 values of this parameter are tried. Only two partitions are discovered, one corresponding to CLA equals 0 and one for the rest. Similarly, the evaluation process is applied for the other parameters. Then, the fuzzing can start using only one value in each partition. The complexity of this last part is related to the combination of the partition domains of all parameters.
Results
Working in a gray box approach for validating our method allows us to retrieve the complete CFG as described in the specification of the applet. In order to obtain the OTP, we first need to verify the PIN code and then generate it. We observe that the different data evaluation times and the evaluation order correspond to the source code under evaluation. We then verify that no modification is made by the card loader to 
Algorithm 5:
Generating an OTP the code in terms of evaluation order. Then, we can precisely infer the time needed to process each part of the code.
Regarding the coverage of the test suites, we have observed that it is not possible to generate all the test cases if choices are made during the installation phase which corresponds to different configurations of the application. We thus need to modify our coverage tool in such a way it can install/uninstall several times the application to cover all the cases of the constructor in a gray box approach. When using the tool in a black box manner, i.e., the code is already installed in the card, this functionality is useless.
Limit of the approach
This approach has several limitations. The first limit is inherent to measurement precision. That is, if an application is coded in constant time, hidden commands cannot be discovered. However, we observe that having a precise knowledge on the execution time of a Java Card virtual machine is difficult, and we have never met such application.
The second limit is inherent with fuzzing and security applications, that is you may kill the card when trying an incorrect command or reaching an incorrect state or triggering a security threshold.
The third limit corresponds to object allocation at run time. That is, the time to allocate a memory block depends on the memory allocation strategy and on the previously allocated objects. This could affect the repeatability of the measurements. This effect is mitigated by the coding rules for smart card applications which imply to always reserve the algorithms (Java factory paradigm) and memory in the constructor method.
In addition, the approach requires to have cryptographic computation capabilities within the fuzzer and access to the keys to generate correct cryptograms. In a pure black box approach, this is not affordable.
We can apply our technique to other devices under the hypothesis that the execution time must be repeatable. However, if there are hardware memory caches, then there will be a bias in the measurement and thus will not be applicable. Similar problem arises if the operating system of the target supports multi-threading. Finally, observe that the fact that we are able to rebuild the control flow graph is mainly due to the smart card application development process where an exception is thrown when the conditions are not satisfied.
Conclusion
In this paper, we offer a new method for testing software based on timing observations. The root of our technique is to exploit timing information to classify the input data into sub-domains according to the behavior observed for specific values of the parameters. Our approach is able to discover hidden unspecified commands that may trigger computations in the tested software. Due to the specific nature of the application (the domain of the parameters is the byte) and its programming model, we can also retrieve the control flow graph of the application. The limits of the approach have been identified, and it has been tested on two applications. Validation via a coverage tool has been established.
As a future work, we plan to extend our approach to other side channel information leakages such as those found in the electromagnetic field. Especially when the smart card writes into the EEPROM, it generates a visible pattern on an oscilloscope acquisition curve. This information can be analyzed and provided to the fuzzer. Writing in EEPROM means that the system has written a state variable (persistent information), i.e., the behavior of the system could be different after this command. Our first results on the reverse of Java Card applet using template recognition of EM signatures demonstrate that method invocation and return instruction are patterns which are easy to recognize. We will use this information to obtain a more accurate control flow graph.
